Learning effects in the categorisation of final rises
in New Zealand English
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INTRODUCTION
Production and perception data show that New Zealand English (NZE) final statement (uptalk)
rises start later than question rises, particularly for younger speakers [1,2]. There is some evidence
that statement rises start at a lower pitch [3].
Previous research has shown categorical perception (CP) in intonation for clear linguistic
distinctions, e.g. Dutch low vs. high boundary tones marking statements vs. questions [4].
However, since intonation can signal meanings on multiple dimensions, CP tasks tend to produce
less clear-cut outcomes [4-6]. An additional measure is response time (RT) in identification tasks
[7] – responses to different stimuli within the same category should show similar RTs, but RTs near
the category boundary should be slower.
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EVIDENCE OF LEARNING

• In Expt.1, ‘Statement’ RTs show significant
interaction of alignment and trial (p<.05),
becoming faster across the experiment for
later-aligned rises (Fig.3).
• ‘Question’ RTs significantly faster for early
rises but without interacting with trial.
• → suggests participants ‘tune-in’ to late
rises as indicators of statements.
• Response Choices show simple effect of
alignment but no interaction with trial.

Is there evidence for the categorical interpretation of the temporal alignment of the rise onset in
signalling statements and questions in NZE?
• Expt.1 included an RT component.
• Expt.2 used confidence ratings instead of RTs, and additionally explored the role of pitch height
at the start of the rise.
Materials
• 20 short utterances with declarative word
order and ending in a fully voiced 3-syllable
word with initial stress; recorded by young
female NZE speaker.

• In Expt.2, Response Choice does have
significant interaction of alignment and trial
(Fig.4).
• Later trials: clearer separation of responses
with early rises indicating questions and late
rises indicating statements.

• All recordings had final nuclear rises; half
were originally recorded as uptalked
statements and half as questions.
• Five versions (PSOLA resynthesis in Praat),
with final rise onsets at 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65
and 0.8 through the accent unit (Fig.1).
• Expt.2: low and high rise onsets counterbalanced across two item lists.
Participants

Evidence of category learning during the experiment, in the
absence of explicit instruction or feedback

• Native speakers of NZE (18-30 years).
• 20 participants in Expt.1; 32 in Expt.2.
Procedure
• Stimuli presented in pseudo-random order over closed-ear headphones.
• At stimulus offset, participants selected ‘Question’ or ‘Statement’.
Analysis
• Logistic (response choice) and linear (log RT, confidence ratings) mixed effects regression.

RESULTS
Response choices
• Significantly more ‘Statement’ responses
for later rises (both Expts p<.001; data from
Expt.1 in Fig. 2).
• Earliest three rises do not differ, but are
significantly different from latest two
(which also differ from each other).
RTs & confidence
• ‘Statement’ responses to later rises are
significantly faster (Expt.1: p<.05) and more
confident (Expt.2: p<.001).
• ‘Question’ responses to earlier rises are
significantly faster (Expt.1: p<.001).
• No clear effect of the height of the rise onset in Expt.2.
• Overall bias towards ‘Statement’ responses, which are also faster and more confident.

Late-aligned rises result in more, faster, and more confident
‘Statement’ responses
Categorical Perception
• Pattern in Fig. 2 is not clearly categorical.
• RTs (Expt.1) show no clear peak at the point of transition between response categories.
• Likewise, ratings in Expt.2 show no trough at point of transition.

No overall evidence for categorical perception of rise alignment

SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
• Stimuli in CP tasks are assessed against i) a large set of prior exemplars (which may direct
attention to critical stimulus properties) and ii) accumulating evidence over the experiment [8].
• In categorical learning, recent experiences are converted to stronger long-term representations,
leading to automatic categorical processing and reduction of working memory load.
• Prior experience means that our participants are already sensitive to timing differences
between statement and question rises, prior to engaging in the task.
• In the speeded task (Expt.1), conversion of experiences in the experiment does not reach
completion, so while responses at the continuum endpoints are faster, choices across the whole
continuum do not become not more categorical.
• In the untimed task (Expt.2), conversion occurs, resulting in strengthened categorical
distinctions based on the critical stimulus properties (Fig.4).
• It remains to be seen whether such learning effects persevere beyond the experiment.

Previously experienced associations of rise shapes with linguistic
meanings (early rise = Question, late rise = Statement) become
more categorical, in the right conditions
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